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Pre-Qin period is the first peak period for the development of Chinese music 
culture. To study on the activities and psychological status of Pre-Qin music 
culture in different stage helps to reveal the course and motive force for the 
development of Pre-Qin music culture. At the same time, using the music 
aesthetics to review on music culture also helps to get a clearer picture of the 
influence and significance of Pre-Qin music culture in each stage.  
In ancient times, primitive created language and music from long time labor. 
The simple music combined into the early awareness of democracy and the 
superior thinking and other psychological activities and formed avariety of music 
and dance activities, which constitutes the prehistoric music culture. This period 
is the incubation period of Pre-Qin music culture, which greatly influences the 
people's way of thinking in future.  
    Xia, Shang & Zhou Dynasty is the development period of the Pre-Qin music 
culture. Due to the improvement of productivity & the appearance of slavery, 
music culture lost its original "People sense"，and gradually affected by 
monarchy awareness and classes difference. During this period, the Xia, Shang & 
Zhou music culture has been developed rapidly through the extensive use of 
Ceremonial Music culture, foundation of school and large scale education, the 
rules for large-scale music and dance on extolling three founding monarch and 
music levels. These elements provide a rudiment for the development on cultural 
sensibility and school education in future.  
In Spring and Autumn Period, The ruling of Zhou is declining and the 
warlords is fighting for supremacy, meanwhile, music culture get rid of the 
shackles of patriarchal etiquette, and gradually become a importation way for 
people to express or exchange inner feelings. Music has also undergone a 
significant change, typical represent as Zheng Wei’s “new acoustic”，which 















people, not only prevails in the public but also welcome by the ruling class. The 
popularization of music has intensively impact on the social and cultural life at 
that time and pushes Pre-Qin music culture to an unprecedented upsurge quickly.  
    Spring and Autumn period is the prosperity period of Pre-Qin music culture, 
at that time there was a unprecedented prosperity scene of "hundred schools of 
thought contend". Confucianism and Taoism are based on consciousness of 
"Humanitarian" spirit, whose thinking of music found the psychological base of 
music culture for feudal society, which has far reaching influence in the 
development of Chinese music aesthetic ideology. 
"Harmony"as the highest level of music aesthetic, has a very broad meaning 
and a variety of ideological content. "Harmony" on music is not just present the 
“Harmony” on music arts but also show the “Harmony” between people, people 
and society, people and the nature. The realization of "Harmony" greatly 
influence on music and the society.  
“Yueji” is the first theory book about music aesthch enriches and systematic 
the Confucian ideology of Ceremonial Music in Pre-Qin Dynasty. According to 
the practice of music and arts, it also summed up the experience on music 
aesthetic thinking of Pre-Qin Dynasty and concluded an important theoretical 
viewpoint of aesthetic thinking called “Posture & Feeling theory” theory.       
As early as in ancient times, Huaxia nation has constantly communication 
with alien or other region on the music culture and the communication became 
more frequently in Xia, Shang & Zhou period. During the Spring & Autumn 
period and Warring state period, the neighboring nation lived together and other 
alien come into Huaxia nation original region and earned their living singing and 
dancing. Inside the Huaxia nation, the north music culture become prevail in the 
south area and also adopt some element of south music culture, which form a 
situation that both south music and north music affecting each other and mutual 
developed, which has effectively promoted the rapid development of Pre-Qin 
music culture.  
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    为了鼓舞人心或庆祝捕猎胜利，远古人类常常在捕猎前后，进行模仿捕猎活
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    原始初民面对自然灾害，无能为力，因而幻想用施行巫术的乐器演奏、舞蹈
的表演等，来对付自然灾害。 
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